McElroy Metal introduces a new metal panel design called MESA, the most exciting product to be introduced to the Post Frame industry in years. And we’re challenging everyone nationwide to “Find the Lap.”

MESA was developed with a nearly invisible lap, making it a challenge to find for those we meet at trade shows and customer tours. And MESA is patent and copyright protected, which means your competitors won’t be selling anything like it.

A Fresh New Look to Post Frame Construction

THE CONFIDENCE of QUALITY
When the end user says the job has to be “right,” select MESA. There is no finer wall or roof panel in the industry. Customers entrust their building to you. Have the same confidence when you specify MESA from McElroy.

STYLISH LOOK TO ANY PROJECT
Owners of post-frame buildings complain that there is a “sameness” about them. The problem isn’t the construction type. It’s the cookie cutter look. Same old panels. Same old roof. Same old walls. MESA means a fresh, new look for post-frame construction.

COPYRIGHT and PATENT PROTECTED
McElroy has patent and copyright protection for MESA’s unique profile design. Contractors can be assured when they offer their customers MESA, competitors will not undercut them with cheap look-alikes.

GALVALUME STEEL SUBSTRATE
The perfect blend of zinc and aluminum for maximum corrosion resistance and long term performance. In fact, Galvalume is the only substrate warranted by the steel mill.

KYNAR 500® PAINT SYSTEM
The industry’s best coating. Kynar 500® coatings offer the industry’s best resistance to fade and chalk. With Kynar 500®, your projects will retain that new-building sparkle year after year.